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Abstract

The recognition of a prodromal period preceding the onset of frank psychosis dates back to its first 

descriptions. Despite insights gained from a prospective approach to the study of the Clinical High 

Risk syndrome for psychosis (CHR-P), a prospectively-based understanding of the duration of the 

psychosis prodrome and the factors that may influence is not well-established. Here we analyze 

data from the second North American Prodrome Longitudinal Study (NAPLS-2) to characterize 

prodrome duration in those who converted to psychosis. Of the 764 participants identified as being 

at CHR-P, 94 converted to psychosis and 92 of these had recorded estimates of prodrome onset. 

Estimates of prodrome duration were derived from CHR-P syndrome onset and conversion dates 

from the Structured Interview for Psychosis-risk Syndromes. Results identified a mean prodrome 

duration of 21.6 months. Neither CHR-P sub-syndrome nor medication exposure was found to 

significantly influence prodrome duration in this sample. These results provide the most precise 

estimate of prodrome duration to date, although results are limited to prodromes identified by 

ascertainment as being at CHR-P. Our findings also suggest a rule of thirds with regard to 

prodrome duration in those followed for two years: one third of CHR-P patients who convert will 

do so by 1 year after CHR-P syndrome onset, another third 1–2 years after onset, and the final 

third more than 2 years after onset.
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Introduction

Early intervention in psychosis can improve outcomes: those treated early attempt suicide 

less frequently (Melle et al. 2006), require fewer hospitalizations (Srihari et al. 2015; Kane 

et al. 2016), and have higher quality of life (Marshall et al. 2005). Early intervention during 

the prodromal phase may be particularly important; indeed, while duration of untreated 

psychosis (DUP) correlates with a host of long-term outcomes (Penttila et al. 2014), efforts 

to reduce DUP at the time of the first psychotic episode have met with mixed results (Oliver 

et al. 2018). In contrast, intervention during the prodromal phase of the illness has been 

associated a DUP among those who nevertheless convert than among entering care at the 

point of first episode (Valmaggia et al. 2015). Moreover, Rosengard and colleagues 

(Rosengard et al. 2018) showed that those with a period consistent with a state of attenuated 

psychotic symptoms exhibited poorer functioning and more severe symptoms compared 

with those who did not, consistent with the importance of the prodrome to clinically-relevant 

outcomes.

Not only is the prodrome itself of importance to early intervention, but its duration is also. 

Clinicians designing programs hoping to prevent psychosis among patients showing 

prospectively-identified prodromal symptoms would benefit from knowing the expected 

duration of the prodrome in order to determine the length of the program. Similarly, 

researchers designing studies investigating prediction or prevention of psychosis also need to 

plan follow-up duration. Despite its clinical importance, however, a basic understanding of 

the typical duration of the psychosis prodrome has thus far largely escaped even partly 

prospective characterization.

We are aware of only one such previous partly prospective sample, in which 110 

nonpsychotic patients prospectively identified as experiencing subjective disturbances of 

thought, speech, memory, perception, and action termed “basic symptoms” were ascertained 

prospectively in five German university psychiatry departments between 1987 and 1991 and 

followed up an average of 10 years later (Klosterkotter et al. 2001; Schultze-Lutter et al. 

2007). The more recent publication (Schultze-Lutter et al. 2007) reported on prodrome 

duration among the 79 converters. The onset of the prodrome was defined as the time of the 

first basic symptom, and onset of frank psychosis was defined as the time when any Present 

State Examination criterion for psychotic symptoms was first noticed. The mean time 

interval between these two points was 67 months. This duration of the prodrome, like that 

from the present report, derived only partly from a prospective method in that the portion of 

the time between prodrome onset and case ascertainment was determined retrospectively. A 

similar earlier sample ascertained in three German cities from 1970 to 1988 and followed up 

for an average of 8 years did not report on the duration of the prodrome (Gross 1997; 

Klosterkötter et al. 1997). No study has reported partly-prospective prodrome duration 

estimates where prodrome onset has been based on the Clinical High Risk Syndrome for 

psychosis (CHR-P) (Yung and McGorry 1996; Miller et al. 1999) that has been frequently 

investigated in recent years (Woods et al. 2019).

Fully retrospective estimates of prodrome duration are listed in Table 1, showing 23 papers 

dating back as far as 1938 and including the seminal ABC (Age Beginning Course) study of 
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Häfner and colleagues (Hafner et al. 1993). Table 1 includes summaries of the samples and 

definitions of prodrome onset and offset. An additional seven studies were excluded from 

Table 1 since they used a treatment-related definition of prodrome offset, such as first 

hospitalization for psychosis or first antipsychotic treatment, that conceptually overlaps with 

duration of untreated psychosis (McGlashan 1984; Hafner et al. 1989; Riecher et al. 1991; 

Haas and Sweeney 1992; Ho et al. 2000; Singh et al. 2005; Raballo et al. 2014). Four studies 

included in Table 1 did not report duration as a mean (Cameron 1938; Conrad 1958; 

Varsamis and Adamson 1971; Bechdolf et al. 2002), and in one study 6 of 82 subjects were 

excluded from the mean as outliers (Lappin et al. 2007).

Methods varied across the remaining 18 studies. Most determined prodrome duration cases 

ascertained during the early course after onset, but three studies ascertained more chronic 

cases (Gross 1969; Huber et al. 1980; Gross 1997; Shioiri et al. 2007). The majority used 

structured interview methods to determine prodrome onset and offset, but several did not or 

did not report this methodological detail (Gross 1969; Huber et al. 1980; Rabiner et al. 1986; 

Loebel et al. 1992; Gross 1997; Gourzis et al. 2002; Malla et al. 2002; Shioiri et al. 2007; 

Cotton et al. 2009). Prodrome onset definitions in Table 1 mainly identified onset as the first 

appearance of any kind of behavioral symptom or change from the usual state, without 

regard to whether the prodrome remitted at any point between onset and the appearance of 

frank psychosis (14 studies reporting the full distribution, median mean duration 27.3 

months, minimum 11 months, maximum 100.5 months, IQR 15.7 to 38.1 months). Two of 

these fourteen studies (Hafner et al. 1993; Schultze-Lutter et al. 2015) provided alternative 

definitions of prodrome onset as the first appearance of a symptom characteristic of 

schizophrenia (positive, negative, or basic) but not sufficiently severe to qualify for frank 

psychosis. The mean duration by this definition as expected was shorter than the duration 

when starting from the first nonspecific symptom in both studies. Two additional studies in 

Table 1 required that onset be defined by specific symptoms that were contiguous with the 

later first-episode psychosis (Keshavan et al. 2003; Shah et al. 2017), in one case as 

compared to the first lifetime appearance and yielding a shorter duration than the lifetime 

onset definition (Shah et al. 2017). In two studies prodrome onset definitions were not stated 

in detail (McGorry et al. 1996; Cotton et al. 2009). The onset of psychosis ending the 

prodrome was retrospectively determined in all studies in Table 1 and in most cases was not 

based on specifically-defined criteria.

Here we present data on prodrome duration derived from the second North American 

Prodrome Longitudinal Study (NAPLS) cohort (Addington et al. 2012). While descriptive in 

nature, this analysis provides partly-prospectively and heretofore unreported data on 

prodrome duration where prodrome onset has been based on the CHR-P syndrome and the 

onset of psychosis was prospectively determined using reliable structured methods. 

Additionally, we investigate whether different sub-types of CHR-P may present with 

different prodrome durations. In particular, those with the Brief Limited Intermittent 

Psychotic Symptoms (BLIPS) sub-type (Fusar-Poli et al. 2016a; Fusar-Poli et al. 2017a) 

may be hypothesized to have shorter prodromes.
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Methods

Participants and Procedures

A total of 764 participants meeting Clinical High Risk syndrome for Psychosis (CHR-P 

(Fusar-Poli 2017a)) criteria and 280 healthy control participants were recruited for 

participation in the second phase of the North American Prodrome Longitudinal Study 

(NAPLS-2). Total sample characteristics have been described elsewhere (Addington et al. 

2015). Of the 764 CHR-P participants, 94 transitioned to psychosis during the two-year 

follow-up period (mean +/− SD: 9.306 ± 9.422 months), and 92 of these had estimates for 

prodromal syndrome onset date. These 92 converters are the subject of the present analyses.

All procedures and consent forms were approved by each individual site’s Institutional 

Review Boards for human subject research. Criteria for Psychosis-risk Syndromes (COPS) 

from the Structured Interview for Psychosis-risk Syndromes and Scale of Psychosis-risk 

Symptoms (SIPS/SOPS) (Miller et al. 1999; Miller et al. 2002) were applied for inclusion in 

the CHR-P group (McGlashan et al. 2010). The COPS is based upon the SIPS and has three 

possible prodromal syndromes: attenuated positive symptom syndrome (APSS), requiring 

the presence of at least one attenuated positive psychotic symptom of insufficient severity to 

meet diagnostic criteria for a psychotic disorder; genetic risk and deterioration (GRD), 

requiring a combination of both functional decline (≥ 30% drop in Global Assessment of 

Function score in the past month, compared to one year prior) and genetic risk (defined as 

having either schizotypal personality disorder or a first-degree relative with a schizophrenia-

spectrum disorder); and brief intermittent psychotic syndrome (BIPS), requiring the 

presence of any one or more threshold psychotic symptoms that are too brief to meet 

diagnostic criteria for psychosis. The interrater reliability of these COPS diagnoses has been 

established in more than 20 published samples (median kappa 0.89) (Woods et al. 2019), and 

COPS diagnoses were further confirmed in the present study by presentation of each case at 

a weekly consensus diagnostic conference call. Conversion to psychosis was identified when 

participants met Presence of Psychotic Symptoms (POPS) criteria from the SIPS (Miller et 

al. 2003) and was also confirmed by consensus diagnostic conference. Conversion diagnoses 

were established using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-TR axis I disorders 

(SCID) (First et al. 2002).

Onset of prodromal symptoms was determined during the SIPS interview as supplemented 

by caregivers and treatment records. For those qualifying for more than one CHR-P sub-

syndrome, the earliest CHR-P syndrome onset date was used. Onset dates, along with all 

information gathered during SIPS interviews were checked for accuracy and discussed by 

weekly phone call with representatives from all sites, including all those involved in the 

interview in question whenever possible. All interviewers were certified to perform the 

SIPS, including determination of onset of CHR-P and psychotic symptom dates.

The majority of participants qualified as APSS (n = 88), although GRD (n = 15) and BIPS (n 

= 9) were also represented. There was significant overlap between the diagnoses, with 18 

participants meeting criteria for more than one, and 2 meeting criteria for all three.
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Regarding conversion diagnoses, each participant who converted was assessed by SCID 

interview at conversion, a year later, or at both times. If two SCID interviews were 

performed, the earlier of the two available assessments was used for purposes of diagnostic 

classification in this study. Conversion diagnoses (determined by SCID, see below) included 

primary psychosis-spectrum disorders (total n = 74; Psychotic Disorder NOS, n = 35; 

Schizophrenia, n = 20; Schizophreniform Disorder, n = 8; Schizoaffective Disorder, n = 7; 

Delusional Disorder, n = 3; Brief Psychotic Disorder, n = 1) and primary mood disorders 

(total n = 8; Bipolar I Disorder, n = 6; Major Depressive Disorder, n = 2). A subset of the 92 

participants (n = 10) were not able to be assessed for conversion diagnosis. Other relevant 

sample characteristics are included in Table 2.

Data Analysis

All data for the 92 converters of interest were compiled and analyzed. Prodrome duration 

was taken to be the length of time from retrospectively-identified syndrome onset at baseline 

assessment to date of conversion. Psychosis-risk syndrome onset date was defined 

retrospectively at initial SIPS evaluation as being the date at which the participant first 

exhibited symptoms qualifying him or her for a CHR-P diagnosis. Similarly, conversion date 

was defined as being the date at which the participant first exhibited a worsening or 

emergence of symptoms qualifying him or her for a psychosis diagnosis by POPS criteria.

All data were analyzed via MATLAB (https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html).

Exploratory Analysis: Effects of Medication Exposure

Retrospective records of lifetime exposure to medications were obtained for each participant 

up to the time of ascertainment and prospectively after enrollment in NAPLS-2. Lifetime 

exposure to antipsychotics, antidepressants, benzodiazepines, mood stabilizers, and 

stimulants were calculated at the following time points: 1) at time of reported attenuated 

symptom onset; 2) at time of ascertainment; and 3) at time of conversion. Relationships 

between previous medication exposure and 1) time to attenuated symptom onset, 2) duration 

of time from attenuated symptom onset to ascertainment, and 3) duration of time between 

ascertainment and conversion were analyzed via multiple regression analysis.

Results

Group Demographics and Clinical Data

Demographics and baseline clinical data are summarized in Table 1.

Length of Prodrome

Across all 92 observations, a mean (± SD) of 21.59 (±18.90) months elapsed between 

estimated CHR-P syndrome onset date and conversion to psychosis by COPS criteria 

(including 12.29 ± 17.43 months from onset to presentation and 9.31± 0.98 months from 

presentation to conversion). Median duration was 16.03 months.

The overall distribution (Fig. 1a) exhibited a left skew (2.58) and high kurtosis (11.25), 

reflecting the natural floor at t = 0 and a larger tail than is seen in normal distributions, 
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driven by two long prodromal durations greater than 100 months. Examination of the data in 

the form of a Nelson-Aalen cumulative distribution plot (Fig. 1b) reveals that 95% of all 

enrollees who would eventually convert did so by 61.02 months after estimated prodrome 

onset.

Relationship to Medication Exposure

Analysis of the relationship between: 1) lifetime medication exposure prior to attenuated 

symptom onset and time to attenuated symptom onset; 2) lifetime medication exposure prior 

to ascertainment and duration of time from attenuated symptom onset to ascertainment; and 

3) lifetime medication exposure prior to conversion and duration of time between 

ascertainment and conversion were analyzed via multiple regression analysis. None of these 

models reached statistical significance (all p>0.10).

Prodrome Duration by CHR Sub-Syndrome

As illustrated in Figure S1, Nelson-Aalen plots diverge based upon membership in CHR-P 

sub-groups, whether plotted inclusive of those with overlapping sub-group diagnoses (Fig. 

S1a) or without (Fig. S1b). Mean prodrome duration for participants qualifying for BIPS 

was lower (mean ± SD: 12.70 ± 5.61 months) than for those who did not (22.56 ± 19.59 

months), although this difference did not reach statistical significance (t = −1.50; p = 0.138). 

Because of the significant overlap between the diagnoses, categorical sub-syndrome 

diagnoses were entered as predictors of prodrome duration in a multivariate regression 

model. None of the predictors or the overall model reached statistical significance (RMSE = 

18.8; R2 = 0.039; F91,88 = 1.2; p = 0.316).

Prodrome Duration by NAPLS-2 Site

Figure S2 presents prodrome duration in months plotted as a function of NAPLS-2 

Consortium site. Total duration differed by site (F1,7 = 2.15; p = 0.0472), with the longest 

duration at site 5 (University of North Carolina, mean 33.96 months) and the shortest 

duration at site 2 (Emory University, mean 11.63 months). There was substantial overlap in 

prodrome durations even between these two sites (Figure S2), and inspection of the 

distributions suggests that the longer duration at site 5 was influenced by two outliers 

(Grubbs 1950) at this site. Repeat analysis revealed that the effect of site was no longer 

statistically significant when these outliers were omitted (F1,7 = 1.6; p = 0.1482). Time to 

conversion after ascertainment did not differ by site (F1,7 = 0.84; p = 0.55) and prodrome 

duration at time of ascertainment differed at only a trend level (F1,7 = 1.88; p = 0.083).

Discussion

Prospective Characterization of Prodrome Duration

We used converters to psychosis from the NAPLS-2 cohort to provide the first estimate of 

psychosis prodrome duration derived in part from prospectively-gathered data and based on 

CHR-P definitions of prodrome onset and offset. Given the standardization of measurement 

that prospective follow-up affords, we have been able to minimize the error associated with 

one component of prodrome duration: time from CHR-P ascertainment to conversion. 

Moreover, the component of prodrome duration that we assessed retrospectively, time from 
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CHR-P syndrome onset to CHR-P ascertainment, was determined closer to the time of 

prodrome onset than in previous retrospective studies. Additionally, defining prodrome 

duration in the context of such a cohort has allowed us to identify factors that could affect 

this duration and to determine whether it influences final diagnostic outcome.

The mean duration of prodrome in the present study (22 months) was shorter than that (67 

months) in the only other study that used a similar, partly prospective design (Klosterkotter 

et al. 2001; Schultze-Lutter et al. 2007). As noted in the Limitations, part of this difference 

could be due to the relatively short two-year prospective follow-up interval in the current 

study, which may have led to the exclusion of some patients with longer prodromes. Another 

difference is that the previous study identified the onset of the prodrome as the first basic 

symptom, whereas ours identified the onset of the prodrome based on CHR-P criteria, which 

largely depends on the first attenuated positive symptom. Basic symptoms are thought to 

begin earlier in the course of the disorder than attenuated positive symptoms (Bechdolf et al. 

2012), in agreement with the long prodrome duration (mean 53.3 months) in one 

retrospective study in Table 1 that included the first basic symptom as part of the prodrome 

onset definition (Schultze-Lutter et al. 2015). Consistent with this interpretation, our mean 

22 months duration was shorter than the 27-month median of means from retrospective 

studies in Table 1 that identified prodrome onset by such terms as “first noticeable illness,” 

“first sign,” “first noncharacteristic symptom,” “first psychiatric symptom,” etc. Our mean 

prodrome duration is also somewhat shorter, however, than that in two retrospective studies 

in Table 1 identifying prodromal onset by positive symptoms: mean 30 months (Hafner et al. 

1993) and mean 39.2 months (Shah et al. 2017) but similar to the mean 20.6 months in a 

study that identified prodrome onset by the first contiguous attenuated positive or negative 

symptom (Keshavan et al. 2003). Our prodrome onset definition did not require that the 

qualifying symptoms be contiguous with later psychosis.

The frequency data highlighted in Figure 1 are similar to previous descriptions of the 

distribution of prodrome length, with left skew and a larger-than-expected tail, reflective of 

the presence of a smattering of extraordinarily long prodrome durations (Häfner et al. 1995; 

Moller and Husby 2000). Extending these findings using the cumulative distribution plot in 

Figure 1b, we may propose a rule of thirds: one third of CHR-P patients who convert will do 

so by one year after CHR-P syndrome onset, another third between one and two years after 

onset, and the final third greater than two years after onset. Currently available data are 

unable to aid in discerning whether individuals with extraordinarily long prodrome durations 

may represent a sub-population that possesses protective factors that delay conversion; 

alternatively, these individuals may have more of an insidious onset that is characterized by 

prominent negative symptoms or by cognitive impairment that may affect the accuracy of 

recall about symptom onset. Future studies may be better suited to explore this possibility.

Medication Exposure and Prodrome Duration

The possibility that medications—especially antipsychotics—may help to delay or even 

prevent conversion to psychosis among those at risk has been proposed by many, although 

the cumulative evidence for the efficacy of antipsychotics in achieving delay or prevention is 

sparse (Stafford et al. 2013). The efficacy of antidepressant medications in determining 
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outcomes is presently difficult to ascertain, although recent evidence may support the use of 

these medications in CHR as a means of treating comorbid symptoms with the hope of also 

affecting illness trajectory (Fusar-Poli et al. 2015). Our results revealed no effect of 

medication exposure at any point in the lifetime of patients on time to symptom onset, time 

to presentation, or on time to conversion, consistent with the preponderance of existing 

evidence, although we must emphasize that evaluation of treatment effects in observational 

data is confounded by selection biases.

Limitations

Limitations of this work include the fact that retrospective dating of prodrome onset played a 

role in the current analysis, even if the contribution of this time was smaller compared to 

past wholly retrospective analyses. It may also be true that the two years allowed for 

participant follow-up placed an artificial cap on prodrome duration. Another limitation is 

that our sample contains only subjects who presented for evaluation in CHR-P research 

clinics, and for participation in the NAPLS-2 study in particular. This means that 

generalization may be an issue. Adding to this is the fact that only a very small proportion of 

those who will eventually experience a first episode of psychosis are initially recognized and 

evaluated by CHR-P research clinics (Fusar-Poli 2017b; Fusar-Poli et al. 2017b), and that 

only two-thirds of first episode cases appear to experience a prodromal period at all (Shah et 

al. 2017). Conceivably, prodromes could be shorter or longer among subjects who do not 

respond to CHR-P recruitment efforts. Greater precision on both these points will require 

employment of large-scale epidemiological sampling with frequent longitudinal follow-up, a 

challenging endeavor. In addition, the sample was limited to subjects initially ascertained as 

at CHR-P by the SIPS. The SIPS definition of CHR-P places emphasis on the magnitude of 

recent change, and thus prodromes with slower change, which could also be longer 

prodromes, may have been excluded. Similarly, the CHR-P definition relies largely on the 

presence of positive symptoms; future studies might also measure onset of mood, anxiety or 

other psychiatric symptoms to broaden our understanding of the prodromal course of 

psychosis. We were also limited by a relatively small sample size, especially with regard to 

some data points. Lastly, an additional limitation of the present study concerns the interrater 

reliability of our prodrome onset determination. Although several studies looking 

retrospectively from the first episode have reported that the determination of prodrome onset 

was reliable (Beiser et al. 1993; Hafner et al. 1993; Gourzis et al. 2002; Malla et al. 2002), 

and although the interrater reliability of the SIPS has been reported to be excellent in more 

than 20 studies of diagnostic and symptom severity agreement (Woods et al. 2019), we are 

not aware of studies investigating the reliability of the prodrome onset determination using 

the SIPS. This is another area of needed additional research. Despite these several 

limitations, however, the current findings provide perhaps the most precise estimate of 

prodrome duration available at the current time. Epidemiologic samples with fully-

prospective longitudinal follow-up would provide even greater precision without the 

sampling bias attendant to the sampling methods employed in this study (Fusar-Poli et al. 

2016b).
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Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Prodrome Duration.
a. Histogram of prodrome duration in months when binned into 40 bins of equal duration. b. 
Nelson-Aalen cumulative probability plot for same data. CHR-P syndrome = Clinical High 

Risk for Psychosis syndrome.
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Table 1.

Descriptions of prodrome duration from fully-retrospective literature.

Citation Sample Method Onset Definition Offset Definition Duration, 
months

(Cameron 1938) 100 1st admission 
schizophrenia U

Nonspecific sx
a

Specific sx
b Weeks to years

Specific sx
b Hospitalization Days to months 

to years

(Conrad 1958)
c nr U Onset of ‘trema’ ‘becoming manifest’ Very brief to 

several years

(Chapman 1966) 40 recent onset 
schizophrenia S

d 1st noticeable illness nr mean 11, range 1 
to 33

(Gross 1969)
e 290 cases nr 1st sign 1st contact mean 42

(Varsamis and 
Adamson 1971)

44 1st admission 
schizophrenia U 1st somatic or psychological 

sx
Manifest or overt 
psychosis

median 30, range 
0.03 to 84

(Huber et al. 1980; 
Gross 1997)

502 hospitalized for 
schizophrenia U

1st noncharacteristic 

continuous sx
f

1st psychotic 
manifestation

mean 38.4

1st noncharacteristic 

discontinuous sx
f

mean > 120 
months

(Rabiner et al. 
1986) 64 1st episode psychosis U 1st noticeable sx 1st study interview mean 14.5

(Loebel et al. 1992) 70 1st episode 
schizophrenia

U 1st noticeable sx 1st psychotic sx 22.7±36.2

(Beiser et al. 1993) 1411st episode 
schizophrenia S

g 1st noticeable sx 1st prominent psychotic 
sx

26.1±34.4

(Hafner et al. 1993) 267 1st admission 
schizophrenia S

h
1st psychiatric sx

onset psychosis
mean 32.4

1st positive sx mean 30

(McGorry et al. 
1996) 130 1st episode psychosis S

i operationally defined operationally defined 15.0±26.9

(Häfner 2000) 232 1st episode 
schizophrenia S

h 1st neg or nonspec sx onset psychosis mean 60

(Bechdolf et al. 
2002)

27 relapsing paranoid 
schizophrenia in full 
remission

S
k 1st basic symptom Not specified median 3.8

(Gourzis et al. 
2002)

100 hospitalized with 
recent onset 
schizophrenia

U 1st noticeable sx 1st active phase sx 15.1±11.6

(Malla et al. 2002) 88 1st episode 
nonaffective psychosis

U 1st psychiatric sx 1st psychotic sx 28.6±46.2

(Harrigan et al. 
2003) 565 1st episode psychosis S

i 1st deviation from premorbid 
personality

1st sustained psychotic 
sx

12.1±19.8

(Keshavan et al. 
2003) 104 1st episode psychosis U 1st contiguous attenuated 

positive or negative sx 1st onset of psychotic sx mean 20.6

(Lappin et al. 2007) 82 1st episode psychosis U 1st fundamental change in 
functioning 1st week of psychotic sx

4.8±8.3 (6 
outliers > 39 
excluded)

(Shioiri et al. 2007) 219 hospitalized for 
schizophrenia U 1st psychiatric sx onset schizophrenia mean 37.2

(Cotton et al. 2009) 661 1st episode psychosis U not defined first sustained positive 
symptom 13.0±18.7
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Citation Sample Method Onset Definition Offset Definition Duration, 
months

(Renwick et al. 
2015) 320 1st episode psychosis S

m 1st noticeable signs onset of psychosis
17.6±32.0, 
median 4.0 IQR 
0–21

(Schultze-Lutter et 
al. 2015) 126 1st episode psychosis S

n

1st unspecific symptom

1st psychotic sx

mean 100.5

1st attenuated positive or 
cognitive or perceptive basic 
sx

53.3±71.8

(Shah et al. 2017) 238 1st episode psychosis S
o

1st sx contiguous with FEP
1st psychotic sx

mean 23.2

1st attenuated positive sx mean 39.2

Abbreviations: sx--symptom or symptoms. U--unstructured interview or unclear, S--structured interview, A-administrative database

a
Nonspecific symptoms included negative, anxiety, and depressive symptoms.

b
Specific symptoms were mostly positive symptoms and delusional mood.

c
Findings as related in English by (Varsamis and Adamson 1971) and (Fish 1961).

d
interviews were apparently structured but no instrument was named

e
Original in German, results summarized in (Häfner 2000)

f
Characteristic schizophrenic deficiency symptoms were mostly negative symptoms.

g
record review with symptom checklist.

h
IRAOS structured interview.

i
Royal Park Multidiagnostic Instrument for Psychosis.

j
Comprehensive Assessment of Symptoms and History.

k
ERIraos-CL and “sequence of symptoms assessment”

l
Nottingham Onset Schedule

m
Onset Questionnaire

n
Early Recognition Instrument based on the Instrument for the Retrospective Assessment of the Onset of Schizophrenia

o
Circumstances of Onset and Relapse Schedule
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Table 2.

Demographics and clinical data of participants.

Mean ± SD N

Age at CHR-P Onset 17.60 ± 3.63 92

Female, No. (%) 35 (38.04) 92

APS, No. (%) 88 (95.65) 92

BIPS, No. (%) 9 (9.78) 92

GRD, No. (%) 15 (16.30) 92

SPD diagnosis, No. (%) 10 (10.87) 92

SOPS Positive Score 13.62 ± 3.65 91

SOPS Negative Score 12.44 ± 6.37 91

SOPS Disorganization Score 6.38 ± 3.77 91

SOPS General Score 9.75 ± 4.27 91

Calculated Baseline Risk of Conversion 26.20% ± 12.65 92

Decline in GAF in the Past Year 13.98 ± 12.56 92

Decline in GFR in the Past Year 1.54 ± 1.79 92

Decline in GFS in the Past Year 0.99 ± 1.15 92

SOPS = Scale Of Psychosis-risk Symptoms; GFR Change = change in Global Role Function score in the year prior to baseline assessment; GFS 
Change = change in Global Social Function score in the year prior to baseline; GAF Change = change in Global Assessment of Functioning score 
in the year prior to baseline assessment; Baseline BIPS = presence of Brief Intermittent Psychosis Syndrome at baseline assessment; Baseline APS 
= presence of Attenuated Psychotic Symptom Syndrome at baseline assessment; Baseline GRD = presence of Genetic Risk and Deterioration 
Syndrome at baseline assessment; Baseline SPD = presence of Schizotypal Personality Disorder at baseline assessment; Calculated Risk = subject-
wise calculated risk using the NAPLS Risk Calculator; Average Tanner Stage = self-reported average of pubic and penile/breast development at 
baseline assessment.
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